Crossfire car amps

The Chrysler Crossfire is a rear-wheel drive , two-seat sports car that was sold by Chrysler and
built by Karmann of Germany for the to model years. The second generation SLK was built on a
new R platform starting in the model year; the R platform was essentially handed down to
Chrysler for use in building the Crossfire. Having initially arrived in as a concept car styled by
Eric Stoddard , [3] the Chrysler was further refined by Andrew Dyson [4] before production
began in for model year sales. The name "Crossfire" refers to the two character lines that run
from front to rear along the body sides â€” their crease directions cross below the mirrors on
the door panels. The Chrysler Crossfire concept car was introduced at the North American
International Auto Show and the production version unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto Show as
a model "is as faithful a translation from concept to production as any in recent memory. We
had to retain that. We want to polarize our audienceâ€”we want people to love it or hate it. The
Crossfire's visual presence includes a wide body raked over relatively huge inch rear wheels
and inch front wheels. Chrysler executed the interior and exterior styling. All other elements of
the car such as wheelbase , track, engine , transmission , chassis structure, suspension
components, are shared with the R platform. The dashboard layout, controls and instruments
are also similar to those on the Mercedes-Benz SLK The standard transmission is a 6-speed
manual with an optional 5-speed automatic. Base Standard and Limited models, originally sold
beginning in the model year, are equipped with a Mercedes-Benz M 3. SRT-6 models came only
with the 5-speed automatic transmission, consistent with AMG cars of the same era. The
5-speed automatic transmission in the Crossfire known as 5G-Tronic is also Mercedes sourced
and a variant of the The automatic achieves a better EPA fuel efficiency rating over the 6MT,
mostly due to the difference in gear ratios. Unlike most cars of its time, the Crossfire does not
use a rack and pinion steering system; instead, it utilizes a recirculating ball system as
employed on the donor R platform. Optional features on the Chrysler Crossfire included an
automatic transmission, a six-speaker premium Infinity sound system with two "subwoofers"
mounted directly behind each seat, a CD-based GPS navigational system, exterior paint colors,
and additional interior color choices. The original contract with Karmann to build the Crossfire
was for about five years with an annual sales target of 20, units in the United States. A small
number of Crossfires were imported to the United States and Mexico for and almost all of these
were roadsters. Chrysler discontinued the Crossfire after the model year, as part of its
restructuring plans. For the first model year , only the coupe was offered with no trim levels ,
equipped quite similarly to the next year's Limited model. In model year , there were two models
available; Coupe and Roadster, each with three trim levels: Base with fewer amenities , Limited,
and SRT-6 supercharged. Base Crossfire models, both Coupe and Roadster, have black painted
windshield frames, black filler plugs in place of fog-lights in the front fascia, and fabric seats
with separate, movable headrests. Limited and SRT-6 models, both Coupe and Roadster, all
have silver painted windshield frames and are equipped with fog lights. The Limited has leather
upholstery. All Base and Limited Crossfire models included an electronic wing on the back
hatch that would go up at about 65 mph and comes back down at 45 mph. The wing had a
manual switch to raise it and lower it at any speed. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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